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Cross-Country Skiing Trails in Bad 
Kleinkirchheim – Terms of Use 

The Tourismusverband Bad Kleinkirchheim (abbr. TVB BKK) operates Bad Kleinkirchheim’s entire cross-

country skiing trail network of approx. 10 km (classic / skate / sport) plus a snow-making facility in co-

operation with the municipality of Bad Kleinkirchheim. Only those with a valid trail ticket are permitted to 

set foot on / use the designated grounds provided by their individual owners. 

By purchasing a trail ticket and / or using the trail network, the user is accepting the TVB BKK terms of use 

and rates in line with the price sheet. Purchase of a trail ticket entitles its holder to use the trail network 

operated by the TVB BKK for the duration listed within the price sheet rates. The trail ticket is issued as a 

day pass from the machine or as a plastic card for weekly and season tickets purchased at the TVB BKK 

tourist office or designated booking points (sports shops, ski schools, tourist establishments). Weekly and 

season tickets include the holder’s name and date of birth. 

The trail ticket is non-transferable and must be carried along when using the trail network. The controlling 

bodies of and appointed by the TVB BKK are authorised to request the ticket of anyone using the trail 

network. Those without a valid trail ticket can be barred from further use.  

Depending on snow conditions, the trail network is available throughout the winter season (December to 

April).  For safety reasons, use of the trails is generally only permitted by daylight. 

No refunds or extensions can be offered should the trail network not be useable or only partially accessible 

for reasons outside of the TVB BKK’s control (e.g. weather conditions, risk of avalanche, early departure, 

illness, accident etc.). This also applies to closures in line with sports events. Should the ticket holder be 

prevented from using weekly or season passes by illness or accident, then a part refund (determined by 

price and duration) can be claimed from the TVB BKK upon presentation of a doctor’s certificate.  

The International Ski Federation (FIS) rules of conduct have unrestricted validity across the trail network 

(https://www.badkleinkirchheim.at/en/winter-away-from-the-ski-slopes/cross-country-skiing/).  

The trail network almost exclusively leads across land used for agricultural and silvicultural purposes, whose 

owners have agreed to responsible and environmentally sound third-party use. In accordance, those using 

the trails acknowledge that only marked open spaces and forests (trails) are included in the terms of use; 

only marked trails can be used in the forest in line with forestry law; dogs are not permitted within the trail 

network; rubbish must be disposed of at designated places; and that violation of the terms of use can lead 

to administrative and / or trespassing penalties. 

Data Protection: Upon purchasing a trail ticket, the holder is agreeing to the electronic storage and 

processing of personal data collected to prevent its misuse and fulfil the contract. With the exception of 

personal injuries, the TVB BKK is only liable for damages it (or any attributable third parties) has caused by 

grossly negligent or intentional behaviour. 
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